
Quickly Learn To Get Better Results
     in less time with reduced stress.

Dispel these Myths about Intuition:
•  Myth #1:  I either have it or I don't.
    Fact: It is a skill that can easily be 
        developed. 
•  Myth #2:  I get it only occasionally. 
    Fact: It happens all the time—
        we just need to amplify and pay 
        attention.
•   Myth #3:  I’m afraid I’ll only get
        intuition about bad things.
     Fact: You can train your intuition 
        so you get positive guidance. 

ʻJacQuaelineʼ 
ʻAmericaʼs Foremost Intuition Skills Trainerʼ

 Clients:     
•  American Airlines • Brentwood Savings & Loan • Peak Potentials Training Company • 

Learning Light Foundation • University of California-Irvine • Government Agencies, Health 
Conferences • Business Conventions, Trade Associations; Teleconferences, Webcasts, 
breakout sessions & KeyNotes

 Popular Topics: 
• Intuition Power: Your Autopilot to Success
• Simple Steps to Outperform Yourself
• Reasons Or Results, Commitment/Accountability
• Success, Intuition & the Law of Attraction
• Health, Wealth & Happiness; Even in Todayʼs Economy
• Stop Second Guessing Yourself - Intuition Power Training

JacQuaeline is a leading International Speaker/trainer, Success 
Coach, Intuitive Consultant and Holistic Healing Practitioner.  
She’s definitely multi-talented and bridges the gap between 
business and spirituality for total success and rapid results. 
She's given presentations for major corporations, schools and 
colleges, governmental agencies, international holistic health 
care organizations and the general public since 1979. 
JacQuaeline has been quoted by the L.A. Times, appeared as a special 
guest on CBC's Man Alive and has been featured on the Learning 
Channel's Mysterious Forces Beyond, NBC's morning show and 
many others. Her weekly radio shows, ‘Visionaries in Business’ and 
‘Magical Moments’ have been broadcast in Los Angeles, California 
and Colorado. 

For more information or to book JacQuaeline for your next meeting,   
contact:  Lynn Wakefield, S.E.E.   Speaker Engagements & Events:   

 phone: (714) 540-2333     email:  lynn@speakersnow.info

JacQuaelineʼs Most Popular Packaged Programs: 
• Time Mastery: Beyond Time Management
• The Natural Biofeedback Device
• The Art of Meditation: A Fifteen Day Challenge
• Make this Your Best Year Yet

“JacQuaeline’s distinctive character blends wisdom, honesty and a 
delightful, playful sense of humor.  With amazing ingenuity, she is great 
at motivating, inspiring, and drawing out the best for ultimate peak 
performance, creativity, and success.” Johnathan W., Sr.VP  NYC

Her program is amazing.  She has one of the best descriptions of 
intuition and how it works scientifically and how you can recreate 
success using your intuition skills that I've ever seen.  Dave 
Lakhani, President of Bold Approach, Author of "Persuasion, the 
art of getting what you want"


